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This year’s 2013 scenic Minnesota

calendars are available in the

Cooperative office. Please stop in

and pick up a copy. First come,

first serve, while supplies last.

Holiday Treats
December 13

P lan to visit the Co-op office at 1231 Ford Avenue

in Glencoe on Thursday, December 13 and join

us for holiday cookies, cider and coffee. Holiday

treats will be available from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. Members

may also pick up their 2013 scenic calendar at that time.

Members of McLeod
Cooperative Power
Association (MCPA)

may notice lower electric bills in
December. A total of $641,753
is being distributed this month in
capital credit refunds. This
amount includes all remaining
capital credits from 1993 and
20% of operating margins
allocated from 2011.

Capital credits are being applied
to active electric accounts and
will show as a line item credit
on each bill that is supposed to
receive a refund. Former
members who no longer have an
active electric account will be
mailed their refund in the form
of a check in December.

H igh school juniors and seniors have until
March 1, 2013 to apply for the
Cooperative's Washington Youth Tour

competition. One local youth will win an all-
expenses-paid trip to Washington D.C. June 14-20,
2013 from the Cooperative.

For over 40 years, electric cooperatives have
sponsored the annual Rural Electric Youth Tour by
sending their high school students to experience
first hand the essence that is our republic. An
information packet is available upon request to any
high school junior or senior. Just call the Co-op at
1-800-494-6272. Students have until March 1,
2013 to submit an application and complete a
questionnaire. Members, please encourage your
child or grandchild to apply. They need only
attend a high school in, or reside in, McLeod,
Renville, Sibley or western Carver County 
to qualify.

Experience
Washington D.C.

Time for high school
juniors and seniors to apply

NEWSNEWS

Scenic 2013 calendars 
available while supply lasts

• Turn off the radio, TV, computer and

video games when they stop using them

• Set the video game console to auto-

shutdown mode so it powers down

when no one is playing

• Unplug cell phone and MP3 player when

they're done charging so they don't

waste energy

• Take short showers

• Decide what they want from the

refrigerator before opening the door

Ways to
have your
kids reduce
energy use:
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Going south for the winter?

Please notify the
Cooperative if you are
heading south for the

winter. Although the Turtle will
send us your meter reading, we still
need to know what payment
arrangements you prefer.

Options are:
• You can pay in advance.
• Have the post office forward your mail.
• You can sign up for auto pay and have the payment

automatically deducted from your checking or 
savings account.

• You can call us with a credit card payment.

Be sure to make arrangements before
you leave by calling 1-800-494-6272.

D uring October there were 25 outages reported
on the Cooperative's system. 

• The largest outage was on Friday, October 19 about
1 p.m. It affected 46 members southwest of Lake
Marion. It was caused by a broken insulator and the
outage was restored in one hour and nine minutes. 

• The second largest outage was southwest of Winsted
on Thursday, October 4, at 4:55 a.m. It affected 25
members and was caused by a tree falling on a
power line. The outage was restored in two hours
and twenty minutes.

• The third largest outage was northeast of Winthrop
on Thursday, October 25, at 9:36 a.m. It affected 23
members. Cause of the outage was a tree falling on a
power line. Power was restored in one hour and
sixteen minutes.

• The fourth largest outage was on the east side of
Winsted Lake on Thursday, October 11 at 8:15 a.m. It
affected 14 members and was caused by a squirrel.
Power was back on in less than an hour.

Most outages affect only one or two members. They
are frequently caused by small animals, trees in the
line, equipment failure, or motor vehicle/machinery
accidents. Larger outages affecting hundreds of
members at a time are usually caused by transmission
outages, storms, equipment failure to substation
equipment, or accidents.

October Outage Summary

For decades, members on the Hot
Water Storage Program have been
heating their water during the middle

of the night, storing it in an extra large hot
water heater (85 or 105 gallon tank or two
52 gallon tanks) and then having hot water
available to use all day. The benefit to the
consumer is that they pay the 5 cent off-
peak electric rate, saving over 50% most of
the year and 58% during the summer when
energy rates are higher. A family of four
saves $35-40 a month on their electric bill
by heating water on the storage program. 

Members who heat their water at night also
help the Co-op. For decades, there has been
more energy (cheap energy) available for
sale at night when most folks are sleeping
and not using electricity. But with the
increase of energy generation from wind
turbines, which are pumping more kilowatts
into the grid during the night than during the
day, it has become especially important to
find a place to sell those kilowatts during
the night time hours. Using the energy
generated at night by renewable sources to
heat up a tank full of water and store it for
use 24/7 is just like storing that energy in a
big battery. The water tank is just like a big
battery taking in the BTU's, storing them in
the water, and using the hot water through-
out the day.

The Co-ops have been using this technology
for decades. It is such an economical
system. Members save a lot of money by
participating in the Hot Water Storage
Program, which comes with a satisfaction
guarantee. The utilities are able to make use
of more of the renewable energy produced.
It is good for members and the environment
and it makes a lot of financial sense for
everyone involved.

We encourage any member that is not
already on the Hot Water Storage Program
to sign up and heat water at night. Use your
water heater as a big battery. It will reduce
the bill of any member currently heating
their water at the regular rate. There is
currently a $200 rebate for members with an
uncontrolled electric water heater that
converts to the Hot Water Storage program
before Dec. 31. Call the Co-op to check out
the details today. If your current water
heater is less than 80 gallons, the minimum
to qualify for the storage program, the Co-
op has 85 and 105 gallon Marathon water
heaters for sale.

McLeod Co-op Power has over 1,000
members that have been participating in this
program for years and satisfaction ratings
are very high. Members hardly notice they
are on the program and they save a lot of
money on their monthly electric bill. If you
have central air conditioning, that can
qualify for the lower rate also.

Water Storage program works like
storing energy in a big battery
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• Less than 2% of the Earth's water supply is 
fresh water.

• Of all the earth's water, 97% is salt water found in
oceans and seas. 

• Only 1% of the earth's water is available for
drinking water. Two percent is frozen.

• The human body is about 75% water. 

• A person can survive about a month without food,
but only 5 to 7 days without water.          

• Every day in the United States, we drink about
110 million gallons of water.             

• Landscaping accounts for about half the water
Californians use at home. Showers account for
another 18 percent, while toilets use about
20 percent.            

• Showering and bathing are the largest indoor uses
(27%) of water domestically.             

• The average American uses 140-170 gallons of
water per day.

• If every household in America had a faucet that
dripped once each second, 928 million gallons of
water a day would leak away.

• A leaky faucet can waste 100 gallons a day.            

• One flush of the toilet uses 6 gallons of water.        

• An average bath requires 37 gallons of water.          

• An average family of four uses 881 gallons of
water per week just by flushing the toilet.            

• The average 5-minute shower takes 15-25 gallons
of water--around 40 gallons are used in 
10 minutes.             

• You use about 5 gallons of water if you leave the
water running while brushing your teeth.           

• Each person needs to drink about 2 quarts (80
ounces) of water every day.             

• An automatic dishwasher uses 9 to 12 gallons of
water while hand washing dishes can use up to 
20 gallons.            

• Public water suppliers process 38 billion gallons
of water per day for domestic and public use. 

• Approximately 1 million miles of pipelines and
aqueducts carry water in the U.S. & Canada.
That's enough pipe to circle the earth 40 times.

• About 800,000 water wells are drilled each year
in the United States for domestic, farming,
commercial, and water testing purposes.

• More than 13 million households get their water
from their own private wells and are responsible
for treating and pumping the water themselves. 

• Industries released 197 million pounds of toxic
chemicals into waterways in 1990.

• You can refill an 8-oz glass of water about 15,000
times for the same cost as a six-pack of soda pop.

• A dairy cow must drink four gallons of water to
produce one gallon of milk. 

• 300 million gallons of water are needed to
produce a single day's supply of U.S. newsprint.

• One inch of rainfall drops 7,000 gallons or nearly
30 tons of water on a 60' by 180' piece of land.

Save water with these tips:
• Store drinking water in the refrigerator rather than

letting the tap run every time you want a cool
glass of water            

• Never put water down the drain when there may
be another use for it such as watering a plant or
garden, or cleaning.                       

• Avoid flushing the toilet unnecessarily. Dispose of
tissues, insects and other such waste in the trash
rather than the toilet.            

• When washing dishes by hand, fill one sink or
basin with soapy water. Quickly rinse under a
slow-moving stream from the faucet.

• Take short showers instead of baths.

• Run your dishwasher and washing machine only
when they are full. 

• When washing a car, use soap and water from 
a bucket. Use a hose with a shut-off nozzle 
for rinsing.                                     

• Water your lawn only when it needs it. If you step
on the grass and it springs back up when you
move, it doesn't need water. If it stays flat, it does
need water. 

• If you water your grass and trees more heavily,
but less often, this saves water and builds stronger
roots.            

• Water lawns during the early morning hours, or
evening when temperatures and wind speed are
the lowest. This reduces losses from evaporation.    

• Don't leave the water running when brushing your
teeth or shaving. Get in the habit of turning off
the water when it's not being used.              

• Use a bowl of water to clean fruits & vegetables
rather than running water over them. You can
reuse this for your house plants. 

Our offices will be closed Monday and Tuesday, Dec. 24 and 25 and 
Tuesday, Jan. 1 so our employees may spend the holidays with their 
families. For outages or electrical emergencies call 1-800-927-5685. 

The employees and directors of McLeod Cooperative Power wish you
and your family a blessed Christmas and a prosperous New Year.

Water Conservation Facts and Tips
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Twenty years after a local farmer began
experimenting with molded polyethylene
combine snouts, GVL Poly of Litchfield has

made a name for itself with farmers and
agricultural manufacturers nationwide. 

The premier manufacturer of poly corn head
“snouts” and other products for agricultural
machinery, they have evolved to selling their
products directly to many OEMs (original
equipment manufacturers like John Deere). They
have also added an “after market line” they sell
directly to farmers and dealers.

In addition, GVL Poly has continued to increase the
products offered along with improvements for
modern corn headers. They currently offer poly
gatherer shields to fit most if not all the major
manufacturers, plus they do fan shrouds for barn
ventilation systems, portable fan shrouds, auger
spouts and more.

Along with growth in demand, GVL saw the need
to expand its footprint and operations as well.

“Three and one-half years ago we had six
employees,” said Dan Larson, vice president and
chief operating officer of GVL. “Today we have 
about 25.”

GVL Poly is in the midst of extensive remodeling
of its offices and has plans to build a 12,000 square
foot addition that will house their shipping
department and staging area as well as four
additional loading docks. What is currently used as
a shipping area will allow for expansion of their
fabricating area. A massive new roto-molding
machine has been purchased and will need
additional space as well.

Roto-molding vs. steel
The GVL Poly corn head gatherer shields (or
snouts) were originally developed on the farm when
the founder of GVL Poly made the decision to go

from 38" wide rows to 22" narrow rows in 1992.
Reworking his metal snouts was time consuming
and frustrating. Experimenting with rotationally

molded polyethylene, and a few other design
changes, he had a prototype ready to test 
on the farm. 

“He found that reworking the snouts with heavy
steel took a long time, while using molded poly
made making changes much quicker and easier,”

said Larson. In addition, the poly snouts made
harvesting more profitable, because there was 
less waste.

“When the steel snouts get wet, the grain sticks to
them and eventually falls to the ground,” Larson
explained. “The poly snouts actually get slippery
which allows the grain to slide into the combine.
Farmers don’t want to leave anything behind; that’s
money on the ground.”

The roto-molding process allows the manufacture
of poly parts in about an hour. The white
polyethylene material looks and feels like powder
laundry detergent. It’s mixed on site with colorants
to match the manufacturer’s or farmer’s
specifications. Then the powder is poured into a
large steel mold which is clamped shut and heated
to 475 degrees. As the poly powder melts, the mold
slowly turns 360 degrees in two directions to coat
the entire mold. The product is then cooled with
fans and/or water and popped from the mold. 

“We have a 3-dimensional prototype machine for
new product development,” Larson said. “It allows
us to feed dimensional drawings into the machine,
make a prototype and actually try it out to see if it
fits the equipment. If we were going to do that
without this machine, it would cost about $30,000
to build a mold to make each prototype. With this
machine, each prototype costs an average of about
$1,500. It’s great to be able to hold the prototype in
your hand, see how it works and go from there.”

Lighting upgrades reduce cost
Along with the building changes, GVL upgraded
their lighting as well. A Co-op grant is helping to
fund the switch to energy-saving lighting, which
will cut GVL’s overhead year after year. In their
office space, GVL has replaced T-12 fluorescent
lights with 27 more efficient T-8 fixtures and 34
LED can lights. 

“Besides the grant from the Co-op, GVL will save
an estimated 11,400 kWh (kilowatt hours) per
year,” said Meeker Co-op’s Chris Toenjes, who is
working with GVL on their lighting rebate. “When
you multiply that by the Co-op’s electric rate, you
can see some real savings each year.”

Toenjes recommends that all commercial and
agricultural members talk with their Co-op about
doing lighting upgrades.

“Grants are available, plus the reduction on energy
use adds up to some significant savings on the
electric bill every month,” he said.

GVL foresees additional expansion as their product
lines and name recognition grows. Beside the
preferred products they offer, much of their growth
boils down to how they do business. 

“We take care of our customers,” said Larson. “It’s
as simple as that.”

GVL Poly is breaking out of its “mold” in a big way

After about an hour, the finished product is popped from its
mold. This part is held by VP/COO Dan Larson of GVL.

The polyethylene product comes white and feels like powdered
laundry detergent.

This mold allows several parts to be made at once. Once the
poly is loaded into each mold, the entire wheel is put into an
oven and spins in two directions to coat the inside of the molds.

Coloring is added to the white poly to meet specifications of the
customer, poured into a mold and heated to 475 degrees while
spinning in two directions to coat the inside of the mold.
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INDUSTRY
News

Conservation can lead to
higher electric bills

For most businesses, supply and demand rules
the day. But utilities like Xcel Energy encourage
their customers to conserve. Then when

energy use is down, they ask the Public Utilities
Commission for a rate increase.

Dan Israel vented his outrage on Twitter.

“It’s amazing, isn’t it? They’re punishing us for
LISTENING TO THEM!” Israel wrote.

Xcel will apply for a rate hike on Friday, but why are
they trying to charge us more because we’re using
less? Laura McCarten, Xcel Energy regional vice
president for Minnesota, explains.

“There’s a couple of reasons for that. We’re not like
other companies. Even though energy consumption is
down, we’re still a 24/7 operation,” McCarten said.
‘We need to have our power plants and electric grid
running safely to meet our customer’s needs. And
those costs don’t change.”

A spokesperson said Xcel is making money in
Minnesota, but the company says it’s far below the
target of 10 percent profit set by the Public Utilities
Commission. They said the economy is the main
cause, with businesses not expanding or in some
cases closing. For example, the Verso Paper Mill fire
cost them 1.3 percent of their Minnesota business.

‘Unfortunately, the Verso Mill did not restart after the
fire, and the Ford plant closed and some other things
as well,” she said.

With interest rates at record lows, McCarten said the
company wants to upgrade its two Minnesota nuclear
power plants, which have had reliability problems.

“We’re investing now so our nuclear power plants can
operate for another 20 years,” she said.

It is unusual for a business to urge its customers to
use less of its product.

“For one, it is state law. For another reason, it is the
cheapest and greenest unit of energy – the one you
don’t have to produce,” McCarten said.

Over the past 20 years, she said, customers have
conserved so much energy; they’ve saved the
company from having to build new power plants,
which can cost nearly $1 billion to construct.

But if businesses and consumers keep using less
while the cost of providing electricity goes up, we can
expect retail prices to keep rising too.

“We don’t have a third shift we can get rid of. We
can’t say, ‘These customers we’re not going to serve
anymore,’” she said.

Source: WCCO

Electric co-op GRE plans another rate increase

For the seventh straight year, Great River Energy, Minnesota’s
second-largest electricity producer, plans to raise wholesale rates to
local power cooperatives serving 645,000 members. The board of

directors of the Maple Grove-based cooperative voted Thursday to boost
2013 wholesale rates by 4 percent on average. The increase will be
passed on to 28 local co-ops, which largely pass it on to their members.

Although the effect will vary at each utility, co-op officials said it generally
will work out to a $2 to $3 per month increase for a typical residential
customer. That’s slightly more than the past two years, but down from the
dramatic price jumps late in the last decade.

Larry Schmid, chief financial office for Great River Energy, said the main
factor behind the 2013 increase is the estimated $30 million in costs
associated with maintenance at two of the Cooperative’s coal-fired power
plants in North Dakota.

But the drop in power demand, which was cited by the state’s largest
utility, Xcel Energy Inc., in its request last week for a 2013 rate hike, also
is affecting Great River Energy, Schmid and other Co-op officials said.

“In our business, if you sell a couple percent less, you still have the same
number of line workers, you still have the same power plants, the same
people running the power plants, you have this enormous capital
investment in transmission lines and poles and wires and transformers. All
of those expenses don’t change,” said Mike Bash, chief financial officer for
Connexus Energy, a Great River Energy cooperative that serves 126,000
members from Anoka County to Washington County.

Bash said that power purchased from Great River Energy makes up about
75 percent of Connexus members’ bills. He said that the utility has been

able to moderate the pass-through increases in the past but that it has
gotten more difficult after the string of rate increases.

Rate increases since 2006
A string of rate increases has boosted GRE’s wholesale rates 52 percent
from 2006 to 2012. The biggest factor, Schmid said, is that the
Cooperative built three power plants in the 2000s at a time when power
demand was growing. That includes the mothballed coal-burning plant in
Spiritwood, N.D. completed last year.

“We built them assuming we would have more kilowatt-hour sales,”
Schmid said, but the cooperative still must pay about $50 million a year
on debt service.”

Yet another big factor, Schmid said, is that wind power, which the
Cooperative purchases under contract, adds an extra $40 million in costs.

Other rate-boosting factors in recent years, Schmid added, have been the
Cooperative’s nearly $300 million investment in a coal-drying technology,
which boosts efficiency and reduces pollution at generating stations, and
the utility’s transmission line investments.

Coal also is costing more at the Co-op’s large coal-burning power plant
near Underwood, N.D. After decades of mining coal closest to the plant,
“what is happening is that the coal is getting deeper in the ground and
farther from the plant, so to mine it is more expensive,” Schmid said.

Source: Writer David Shaffer
Star Tribune, November 8, 2012

Shopping, decorating, baking, and
holiday entertaining are all part
of what makes the holiday season

a cherished time for family and friends. 

But these customs can be stressful, so
be sure to put safety at the top of your
holiday to-do list with these tips: 

• When purchasing a live tree, check for
freshness. A fresh tree will stay green
longer, reducing the risk of fire. 

• On artificial trees, look for a “fire
resistant” label. 

• Always purchase electrical
decorations and lights from reputable
retailers and check that a nationally
recognized testing organization like
Underwriters Laboratories (UL) has
approved them. Inspect electrical
decorations for damage, such as
cracked or frayed sockets, loose or
bare wires, and loose connections,
before use. 

• Never connect more than 
three strings of incandescent 
lights together. 

• Consider using battery-operated
candles in place of traditional candles. 

• Remember to turn off, unplug, and
extinguish all decorations when
going to sleep or leaving the house.  

Once you have the safety procedures
down, think about giving safety for the
person who already has everything.
Newer smoke and carbon monoxide
alarms provide better protection than
ever before and are easy to install. Both
types of alarms should be placed on
every level of the home and outside
sleeping areas. Additional smoke
alarms should be installed inside 
each bedroom. 

Tamper-resistant receptacles easily
replace standard outlets to provide a
simple, permanent solution for
protecting children from shock and
burns. An electrician can install arc
fault circuit interrupters (ACFIs) in the
electrical service panel to provide
enhanced protection from home
electrical fires. 

A home electrical inspection makes a
great gift for people with older homes.
Many potential electrical hazards can
be identified during an inspection,
allowing them to be corrected before
tragedy strikes. 

Unlike gifts that may be quickly
forgotten, your loved ones will
continue to benefit from the gift of
safety long after the holidays 
have passed.

Story/photos: Electrical Safety 
Foundation International

www.holidaysafety.org.

Give the gift of safety this season

It makes a nice picture, but
keep presents and
stockings at least 3 feet
away from fireplaces.

If you enjoy a
live Christmas
tree, be sure
to water it
daily. A dry
tree is more
susceptible 
to fires.

Candles are pretty
but are the source
of many fires.
Consider using
battery-operated
candles instead.
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MCPA Director 
Candidate Application

The undersigned, a member of
McLeod Cooperative Power
Association, hereby applies as a
nominee for director of McLeod
Cooperative Power Association from
District ______ and requests that my
name be considered by the
Nominating Committee to be placed
on the ballot for the next election for
director from said district to be held
at the next Annual Meeting,
April 9, 2013.

I certify that my account is current
and I am a member in good standing
with McLeod Cooperative Power
Association from District ______.

I certify that I am a resident of District
_____ and am receiving electric
energy from McLeod Cooperative
Power Association.

I certify that I am not in a competing
business with McLeod Cooperative
Power Association.

If elected director, I agree to attend as
many meetings of the Board of
Directors as possible and to abide by
the Articles of Incorporation and By-
laws and Policies of McLeod
Cooperative Power Association.

Date:_______________________

Signature:____________________

What makes a good director?

At McLeod Cooperative Power we believe that our Board of Directors
comprises a pillar connection with our membership and the community at
large. Besides meeting the legal requirements for Director nomination, we are

seeking individuals who hold some important personal characteristics. We’ve
summarized these attributes below.

Possess a sincere interest in preserving the strength of the Cooperative’s
operations and maintaining a productive relationship with its consumer-members.
McLeod Cooperative Power has assets of about $25 million, employs 32 full-time
people and is responsible for providing quality electric service to more than 6,000 sites,
as well as a variety of ancillary services. Our electric distribution system serves a
diverse membership consisting of residences, farms, businesses and industries. While
representing all members of the district, Directors must work with each other to
ensure equitable treatment to all members across the entire distribution system.

Be willing and available to fully participate in the business activities of the
Cooperative. Attendance is expected at all scheduled Board of Directors meetings.
In addition, from time to time, Directors will be called upon to represent the
Cooperative at other meetings and events where their presence is deemed to be
beneficial to the Cooperative.

Remain accessible to the members whom they represent. Since the Directors are
elected from and by the Cooperative’s membership, it is important that they work to
maintain open lines of communication with their constituents. They should also
strive to be knowledgeable about trends and circumstances that may impact the
people and communities of central Minnesota, and be capable of using basic
computer skills to receive electronic communications and reports from the Co-op.

Be enthusiastic. During these times of accelerated change, we look for proactive,
resourceful and inspired leadership.

Volunteers needed for
nominating committee

To elect directors in
Districts 7, 8, and 9
at the 2013 Annual

meeting, we need members
from those districts to
serve on the Nominating
Committee. Nominating
Committee members
participate in the election
process by selecting
director candidates and
submitting their names to
the Board for approval.
They also assist with
collecting and counting
ballots at the Annual
Meeting. Volunteers are
needed from the following
townships:

District 7 includes:  Hale, Rich Valley and Glencoe
Townships in McLeod County and part of
Stockholm Township in Wright County.

District 8 includes:  Melville, Palmyra, Martinsburg,
Bandon, Norfolk, Wellington, and Bird Island
Townships in Renville County, and Grafton, Moltke,
and Bismarck Townships in Sibley County.

District 9 includes:  Hollywood, Camden,
Watertown and Young America Townships in
Carver County, and parts of Woodland and
Franklin Townships in Wright County.

Call McLeod Cooperative Power if you are willing to
volunteer for the 2013 Nominating Committee no later
than January 2, 2013. Committee meetings are
scheduled for January 31 and February 14, 2013.
The Annual Meeting is planned for April 9, 2013.

Article 3, Section 2 of the McLeod Cooperative
Power Association Articles of Incorporation
states the following about director
qualifications. No person shall be eligible to
become or remain a Director of the
Cooperative who:

A. is not a member in good standing of the
Cooperative receiving service at the member's
primary residence or principal place of
business in the district from which the Director
is elected;

B. within five (5) years preceding a Director
candidate's nomination was or during service
on the Board of Directors is finally adjudged to
be guilty of a felony;

C. within five (5) years preceding a Director
candidate's nomination was an employee of the
Cooperative;

D. is or becomes, or at any time during the five
(5) years preceding a Director candidate's
nomination shall have been, employed by a
labor union which represents, or has
represented, or has endeavored to represent
any employees of the Cooperative;

E. is a child, grandchild, great-grandchild,
parent, grandparent, great-grandparent,
brother, sister, aunt, uncle, nephew or niece,
whether by blood, or in law, of an employee of

the Cooperative;

F. is a person that is child, grandchild, great-
grandchild, parent, grandparent, great-
grandparent, brother, sister, aunt, uncle,
nephew or niece, by blood, or in law, of an
incumbent Director that is not up for re-election
at that time;

G. is in any way employed by or substantially
financially interested in an enterprise
competing with the Cooperative or any
Cooperative-affiliated business;

H. is or becomes the full-time employee or
agent of, or who is or becomes the full-time
employer or principal of, another Director; or

I. is absent without cause from three (3) or
more regular meetings of the Board of
Directors during any twelve (12) month period.

A member that is an authorized farm
corporation, family farm corporation, regular
corporation, partnership, limited liability
partnership or other business entity may select
an individual member residing on or actively
operating such business entity to be eligible for
election to the Board.  A member that is not a
natural person may select one of its officers to
be eligible for election to the Board, provided
that not more than two (2) such officers may
serve on the Board at the same time.

Director qualifications per the 
Co-op Articles of Incorporation

East Lake

Lillian

Kingman Osceola Brookfield Boon 

Lake

Lynn Hassan

Valley

Rich 

Valley

Bergen

Collins Sumter Glencoe Helen

Round

Grove

Penn New Auburn Green 

Isle

Bismarck Transit Dryden Arlington

Norfolk Palmyra Martins-

burg

Grafton

Bandon Wellington Moltke

Victor Woodland Franklin

Hale Winsted Hollywood Watertown

Camden

Young

America

Bird 

Island

Melville

Ellsworth Collinwood

Acoma Hutchinson

Hector Preston

Lake
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Operation Round Up donation
applications are being accepted
until March 1

C ommunity and civic groups, emergency
responders and other 501(c)3 non-profit
organizations are welcome to apply to McLeod

Cooperative Power's Operation Round Up Trust for
donation assistance. The trust is able to donate funds
to worthy local projects in McLeod, Renville, Sibley or
Carver Counties. Funding is from the generosity of
electric cooperative members who round up their
electric bills. 

Application forms are available by calling the
Cooperative at 1-800-494-6272. Applications for
funding must be completed and returned to the
Cooperative by March 1, 2013.

Although the Cooperative is not
offering a discount coupon this
year for LED holiday light strings,

we are still serving as a collection site
for you to dispose of your old light
strings. A box from Adult Training and
Habilitation (ATHC) will be available in
the Co-op’s office. We will collect old
light strings and provide them to ATHC
where all the components are
recycled. ATHC provides jobs for
disabled persons sorting and recycling
light strings, old electrical cords,
appliance and telephone cords. There
is no charge to drop off your cords.
Only battery chargers and adapters
are not accepted.

M embers who need to plug in an
electric space heater to keep
warm in one room, and they

only use that heater an hour a day, should
not notice a big increase in their electric
bill. A space heater on for only one hour a
day, each day of the month,
would use a maximum of 45
kWh/month or $4.95 in electricity.
Now put that same 1,500 watt
space heater out in the garage
or a shed and leave it run 24
hours a day, for the entire
month, and you could now owe
for 1,080 kWh or $ 118.80 in energy.
What a significant difference!

Other electric heating appliances operate
the same way. A stock tank heater for
cattle or horses will run much of the time
when it is located out in the cold. A 1,000
watt heater will cost 11 cents per hour to
operate. A 1,500 watt heater will cost 16.5
cents per hour to operate. This sounds
low, until you multiply it by the number of
hours it is used per month. In the colder
months of winter, the average stock tank
heater will cost $71 to $118 a month. 
If you have multiple tank heaters in use,
just start adding that amount for 
each heater.

Other
appliances like
warm doggie
beds, dog water
bowls, a heat
lamp for kitties,
heated bird

baths, etc.
will all
consumer energy when used in

cold weather. However, most
of these appliances have
much smaller wattages of 15

to 250 watts each. They would use a
fraction the amount of energy per

hour that a stock tank heater uses. Check
individual appliance wattages for your
individual energy use or call the
Cooperative for assistance in calculating
the energy use of your specific appliance. 

Is your pet adding to your electric bill?

Members helping members and members helping their
community = Operation Round Up

T
he few cents that our members give by rounding up their electric
bill can multiply to dollars for local charities that build up our whole
community. It is easy to sign up, painless to participate in, and a

great opportunity for your small donations to make
a big difference.

Members who sign up for Operation Round Up will
have their monthly electric bill rounded up to the
nearest dollar. The difference between the billing
amount and the nearest dollar goes to the
Operation Round Up Trust. Members on the
program donate from -0- to $.99 a month,
depending on the amount of their electric bill. The
average member donates $6.00 a year to the
program. Many worthwhile charities benefit from
the proceeds of the trust each year. If you do not
already participate, please fill out the form and
return it to the Co-op. We will get you set up as an
Operation Round Up participant.

Yes, sign me up for Operation Round Up. I
understand that my bills will be rounded up to
the next dollar amount and the proceeds will be
used for local charitable programs.

Name: __________________________________

Address: ________________________________

City:_________________ Zip Code: __________

Account #: ______________________________

Signature: ______________________________

Members may begin donating to Operation
Round Up® any time of the year

Recycle holiday light strings
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I n November, CapX2020

transmission line

construction crews began

setting poles in the western part

of the Co-op's service area in

Sibley County. Crews will

continue working to construct

the line east through Sibley

County. Structures are placed

approximately 800-1,000 

feet apart.

In September foundations/bases

were poured for the structures

and were left to cure.

Foundations contain

approximately 40 yards of

concrete each, all of which

comes from local suppliers.

Foundations are approximately

40 feet deep.

Consumers wanting to know

more about the transmission

line project can visit their

website at www.CapX2020.com

The Coal Creek Tour is scheduled for 

June 17-19, 2013. Coal Creek Generation

Station and Falkirk Coal Mine are again on the

itinerary, but added to the tour is a trip to Medora.

Participants will spend a night in Medora, take in the

Medora Musical and eat at the Pitchfork Fondue

experience. Last year was the first time Medora was included in the

tour and it was a very popular addition and seats filled up fast.

Cost will be $400 per person double occupancy or $500 per person

single occupancy. If any members are interested, we are starting to take

reservations. Call the Co-op at 1-800-494-6272 and ask for Katie.

Coal Creek Tour to include Medora Musical
& Pitchfork Fondue in 2013

This pole was one of the first set in McLeod Co-op Power's service territory in
Bismarck Township. Construction is continuing east through Transit Township and then
on to the Twin Cities.

First
CapX2020
transmission
line poles
being set in
McLeod 
Co-op's 
service area

MyMeter access to end

M yMeter allowed you to look at
your McLeod Co-op Power
energy use via the internet. It

was a service that the Cooperative
promoted for over two and one-half years
but only a small number of our members
used it regularly.

Effective December 10, the MyMeter tool
will no longer be available to our
members. The service has been
discontinued as a cost-cutting measure.
McLeod Cooperative Power could not
justify the annual cost to continue offering
the service, considering the limited
number of members using it. The
Cooperative regrets having to discontinue
the MyMeter program, especially for those
members who did make use of it. 

Although the ability to view your energy
use online is ending, you can still call our
office if you have questions on your
home's energy use at 320-864-3148 or 
1-800-494-6272. Our employees can
provide information similar to what you
were viewing on MyMeter, such as when
you have questions on energy use over a
specific period of time.


